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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

At the request of the St. Andrews United Church (Owner), Critchley Hill
Architecture Inc. (CHAI), Designed Roofing and Brolga Construction conducted a
visual and non-destructive inspection of the existing roof and masonry Bell Tower
located at 399 Cassells Street, North Bay on August 29, 2019.

1.2.

The purpose of the inspection was to investigate and record the current facility
condition for the area of flat roof leaking at the McIntyre Street are, chimney at the
sloped metal roof, and deteriorating masonry at the Bell Tower.

2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1.

McIntyre Street Roof:
.1
The flat roof within the area of the sloped metal roof is rubber membrane
roof on insulation. This roof appears to be in good condition. The areas
of concern are at the sloped metal roof and counter flashings. It was
observed that the north west corner of the sloped roof has an open seam.
.2

2.2.

The discontinued existing masonry chimney is deteriorating and the
flashing at the sloped metal roof is in poor condition.

Masonry Bell Tower:
.1.
The Bell Chamber comprises of two levels with-in the Tower. The first
level structure appears to be in good condition and the brick masonry at
this level has no deterioration. The second level structure has extensive
masonry deterioration and the wood board ceiling has extensive
moisture damage. The spire roof framing was not accessible for
examination at this time.
.2.

The upper section of the masonry Bell Tower walls and buttresses are
deteriorating. The area behind the wood screen is open and allows
snow and rain to penetrate into the Bell chamber area. It is noted that
there is no Bell in the tower, only speakers (4).

.3.

The ceiling with-in the stair well below the Bell Chamber has
deteriorated.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1.

Roof:
.1

The membrane flashing in this area requires replacing and should be
extended at least 2 feet up behind the metal of the sloped roof.
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4.

3.2.

Existing Masonry Chimney:
.1
The existing masonry chimney should be removed to below the sloped
metal roof and then capped at this location. The existing roof flashings
should be removed including a section of the metal roof at this location.
The roof sheathing needs to be repaired and new metal roofing
installed. The chimney is n longer required and therefore the removal
reduces future liability.

3.3.

Masonry Bell Tower-Option 1:
.1
All deteriorated masonry requires removal and replacement. The
openings into the Bell Chamber require to be sealed off. All metal
flashings at the top of the walls and at the sloped metal roof require
replacing. The deteriorated ceiling below the Bell Chamber requires a
environmental report and the support structure needs to be reviewed for
structural soundness. All damaged ceiling and support membranes will
require replacement.

3.4.

Masonry Bell Tower-Option 2:
.1
This option would include the permeant removal of the existing roof
spire and upper masonry walls of the Bell Tower to the top of level 1 of
the Chamber area and repair all damaged masonry as required. A new
roof spire would be re-constructed at a lower level. The overall height of
the Bell Tower would be significantly reduced.

3.5.

The existing stair from the Balcony at the Bell Tower should be closed until the
Bell Tower is repaired. It is noted that the Balcony can remain operational except
the seating must be limited to 59 persons maximum and a travel distance with-in
the balcony can not exceed 15 meters (50 feet) to the south stair at the Balcony
level.

CONCLUSION
4.1.

Roof repairs should be undertaken in the short term during this fall. The extent of
effort is relatively minor but necessary. Further neglect will lead to potential serious
condition which can be very costly to address.

4.2.

The state of the upper Bell Tower construction is highly concerning. Attention to
this issue should be undertaken immediately so that the planning decision can be
made by the Owner and implemented. Signs of masonry deterioration have
occurred and wood framing connections, although no observed, are suspected to
be compromised. Either replacement or full removal of the upper section of the
tower must be undertaken by the Owner. Although no observed masonry has fallen
to the ground it is anticipated that this will occur in the short term. Should this occur
or be reported, the Owner must immediately notify a Structural Engineer and the
City of North Bay.
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Masonry was observed to have fallen to the interior side of the Tower which was
caused for concern. The next step that must be undertaken in the short term, is
to proceed with Option 1 or Option 2 and include the requirement to engage a
Structural Engineer for closer observation of the Bell Tower so that details can be
provided.
4.3.

5.

We recommend that the Owner contemplate the strategy of retaining an
experienced construction manager to organize a transparent process of seeking
prices from subtrades. We believe the process of repairing the Bell Tower requires
the leadership of an experienced professional. Our firm can suggest individuals
who can provide proper management, cost analysis, and schedule control for work
at the Bell Tower which requires many Health & Safety procedures during
construction.

PHOTOS
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Thank you for the opportunity to submit this report. Please contact us should there be further concerns or
questions. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Ian Hill, B.Arch, OAA,
Architect
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